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CRIME REPORT
Books, events, author appearances and crime fiction what-not

FOCUS ON...
Lynsey Adams
If you're involved in the Scottish crime fiction scene, you'll
probably know Lynsey Adams. And if you think you don't,
then you'll certainly know There's Been a Murder Crime Book
Blog, and the Reading Between the Lines Book Vlog - yes,
both Lynsey!.
I first met Lynsey several years ago at Bloody Scotland,
where she was giving out chocolate bars to writers and fans
of crime fiction. She's a regular and huge supporter of all
things crime fiction.
Lynsey credits author James Oswald as the
inspiration behind her setting up her book blog
seven years ago, keen to seek out and review the
latest crime fiction releases, and it's been going
strong ever since.
More recently, an idea had been brewing for a new
business idea for the events industry, and Lynsey
launched the Vlog (which she says has kept her
sane during lockdown - it's kept many of us sane,
too). For more information on the blog and vlog,
check @beenamurder on Twitter.
You'd think this would be plenty to keep Lynsey
busy, but she has somthing new up her sleeve for
August: a crime fiction online book festival. You'll
find details of the programme on the next page and it's a cracker! It's a testament to Lynsey's
popularity in the crime fiction community that she
says she's been 'bombarded with support and
encouragement.' Head over to Reading Between
the Lines FaceBook page and book your place.
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Reading Between the Crime Book
online festival
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Grab this read!

Noir from the Bar: 30 Crime and Mystery Shorts
ALL PROFITS FROM THIS TITLE WILL BE DONATED TO NHS
CHARITIES
Originating from Virtual Noir at the Bar, a weekly online gathering where
authors — best sellers, award winners and up-and-coming — join
together to read sections live from their works to the public, this
anthology consists of 30 stories by crime and mystery writers from all
over the world. Incredibly, it was conceived, created, and published
within the space of a month .
All stories were donated free-of-charge by the authors, who responded
to the call from the organisers of Virtual Noir at the Bar

to submit a story to help raise funds for NHS charities. The result is this book. Inside you’ll find short pieces
that have nothing in common other than their quality and a general tale-from-the-bar theme.
So whatever sort of crime and mystery fiction you enjoy, you’ll find something to appeal:
Locked room mysteries
Gritty noir
Cozy capers
Psychological thrillers
Twist-in-the-tales
Revenge dramas
Shocking shorts
Longer dramas to savor

Full list of authors included in this anthology:
Suzy Aspley, Alison Belsham (The Tattoo Thief (Sullivan and Mullins)), Simon Bewick (You Could
Make a Killing), Sharon Bolton (the Lacey Flint series), Neil Broadfoot (the Connor Fraser series),
Philippa East (Little White Lies), Ashley Erwin (A Ballad Concerning Black Betty or the Retelling of a
Man Killer and her Machete), Derek Farrell (The Danny Bird Mysteries), Margaret Kirk (the DI Lukas
Mahler series), Neil Lancaster (The Tom Novak series), Louise Mangos (Strangers on a Bridge),
Danny Marshall, Chris McDonald (A Wash of Black), Kirsten McKenzie (The Old Curiosity Shop
series), Effie Merryl, Phoebe Morgan (The Doll House), KC Murdarasi (Office Life (and Death)), Rob
Parker (The Ben Bracken series), Robert Scragg (The Porter & Styles series), Zoe Sharp (the Charlie
Fox series), Sara Sheridan (the Mirabelle Bevan series), Dave Sivers (the DI Nathan Quarrel and Archer
& Baines series), Graham Smith (the Jake Boulder series), DC Smith, Eve Smith (The Waiting Rooms),
Martyn Taylor (The Price of Everything), David Turton (The Malaise), Fiona Veitch Smith (The Poppy
Denby Investigates series), Roz Watkins (The DI Meg Dalton series) and Olga Wojtas (The Miss
Blaine’s Prefect series).
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Celebrating crime fiction
Awards season is coming up, so check out some
fantastic lists of winning crime fiction!
The Bloody Scotland Debut shortlist

The McIlvanney Prize longlist

Find out more at bloodyscotland.com
The 2020 CWA Daggers

Shortlists will be announced on 6 August.The Longlists for the eleven awards
have already been announced. See thecwa.co.uk/the-daggers for details.
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More to read this month

Hell's Kitchen by Ed James
1st August
"Ach, it'll be fine." Famous last words that leave DS Brian Bain trapped across the
other side of the Atlantic from where he needs to be. Recording a podcast while
the world ends.
"This a nightmare." Shoved back into operational policing to manage the
lockdown in Edinburgh, Acting DI Scott Cullen is faced with some ghosts from his
past. Ghosts that kill. And with Bain thousands of miles away, can his longstanding plan come to fruition? Or will events dictate his actions?

Whip Crack by Alex Smith
1st August
DCI Robert Kett’s family may be whole again, but he is a broken man. Suspended
from duty, he takes his girls out of the city for a much-needed holiday on the
Norfolk Coast. Instead of the peace he desperately needs, however, Kett finds a
community in chaos. Four teenagers are missing, and time is running out before
they meet a horrific fate. Kett must follow a deadly trail of clues left by the man who
took them, the only person who knows where they are. There’s only one
problem. The kidnapper is already dead.

Echoes of Guilt by Rob Sinclair
3rd August
It looks like suicide to DI Dani Stephens. A woman drowned in a bath; half a bottle
of vodka and a packet of pills. But then evidence suggests that the woman was
murdered – and that solving this mystery will mean delving deep into the past. Still
haunted by the previous investigation that left her boyfriend in intensive care,
Dani’s search takes her into the world of organised crime – people willing to kill for
their secrets. As more bodies are discovered, smiling in the background is the man
who tried to end her life: her own twin brother. Even behind bars, it seems that Ben
might just hold the key to everything. But can she trust him enough to help her?
And can Dani trust herself to catch a killer who will stop at nothing to keep her
silent?

The Witch House by Ann Rawson
4th August
Alice Hunter, grieving and troubled after a breakdown, stumbles on the body of
her friend and trustee, Harry Rook. The police determine he has been ritually
murdered and suspicion falls on the vulnerable Alice, who inherited the place
known locally as The Witch House from her grandmother, late High Priestess of
the local coven. When the investigations turn up more evidence, and it all seems
to point to Alice, even she begins to doubt herself. Can she find the courage to
confront the secrets and lies at the heart of her family and community to uncover
the truth, prove her sanity, and clear herself of murder?
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More to read this month

Sight Unseen by Sandra Ireland
6th August
Sarah Sutherland wanted to be an archaeologist but now she is struggling to cope
with the demands of work and caring for her elderly father, who has his own secret
troubles. Her fascination with the past still remains, and she feels a special affinity
with Alie Gowdie, the Kilgour Witch, who lived in Sarah’s cottage until her unjust
execution for sorcery during the Civil War. As Alie and Sarah’s stories collide, can
Sarah uncover the truth in order to right a centuries old wrong? And what else
might modern-day Kilgour be hiding, just out of sight?

The Innocent Dead by Lin Anderson
6th August
Forensic scientist Rhona MacLeod must solve the case of a young girl who went
missing forty-five years ago. Mary McIntyre's disappearance tore the local
community apart. So when the present-day discovery of a child’s remains are
found in a peat bog south of Glasgow, it seems the decades-old mystery may
finally be solved. Rhona uses the advances made in forensic science since Mary’s
vanishing to determine what really happened. One key person had been Karen
Marshall who was devastated by her best friend’s abduction. Questioned by the
police at the time had led to a dead end and the case soon went cold. Now the
news of the discovered body brings back memories that begin to reveal her role in
her friend’s disappearance and perhaps even the identity of the killer . . .

The Big Man Upstairs by JD Kirk
14th August
Former Detective Chief Inspector Jack Logan has spent the past nine months
living in self-imposed exile. When a mother and her young daughter are the
victims of a double murder staged to look like suicide, Logan is dragged back to
help hunt down and catch a brutal, calculating killer. But the world has moved on
without him. To do what needs to be done, Logan must first find his place among
old friends and new enemies before the killer strikes again, and a whole Highland
community tears itself apart. Maybe early retirement wasn't such a bad idea, after
all…
Bang Bang You're Dead by Evan Baldock
18th August
Gloria Jones has had enough. She’s sixty-five, approaching retirement, and
nearing the end of her tether. If she gets abused in the street by another toerag,
someone’s going to swing. When Gloria collects a gun she saw being thrown into
her local park, her decision to turn it in is quickly scuppered after she’s attacked on
her way to the police station. Using the gun to make her attackers back off, she
accidentally pulls the trigger, and ends up killing them both. As she struggles to
come to terms with what she’s done, Gloria begins to realise there is injustice all
around and finds herself transforming into a confident and ruthless vigilante,
determined to help victims of crime. And so begins a three-month campaign,
taking revenge against violent criminals up and down the country, helping those
who can’t help themselves. After all, who’s going to question a little old lady just
going about her business?
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More to read this month

The Nidderdale Murders by JR Ellis
20th August
A retired judge is shot dead in a remote Yorkshire village. There’s a witness who
saw everything, and the gunman’s on the run; the case should be open-and-shut
for DCI Jim Oldroyd. But the murderer had no motive for wanting Sandy Fraser
dead and, what’s more, no trace of him can be found. As Oldroyd and his team
cast the net wider, they discover that Fraser wasn’t without enemies. But none of
them were at the scene of the murder. And when a local shopkeeper is gunned
down, it’s clear that these killings are anything but random. Can Oldroyd get one
step ahead before someone else is killed?

Blunt Force by Lynda La Plante
20th May
Things can't get much worse for detective Jane Tennison, unceremoniously
relegated to a small and sleepy police station in the heart of London's affluent
Knightsbridge. With only petty crime to sink her teeth into, Tennison can feel her
career slowly flatlining. That is until the discovery of the most brutal murder Jane
has ever seen: Charlie Foxley has been found viciously beaten to death, his body
dismembered and disembowelled. As a big-time showbiz agent, Foxley had a lot
of powerful friends - but even more enemies. And alongside her old friend DS
Spencer Gibbs, Tennison must journey into the salacious world of show business
to find the killer, before they strike again . . .
Lost Cause by Rachel Lynch
20th August
One icy cold morning, the remains of a woman are discovered. She has been
abused, then butchered. DI Kelly Porter knows this is the work of a monster. One
who has killed before – and will do so again. Kevin Flint is a young man with no
friends and a reputation for being odd. He explores the hidden corners of the Lake
District, and likes to creep, and watch. He witnesses depravity and it excites him.
But will he cross the line from bystander to perpetrator? Kelly’s detective instincts
tell her that the answers lie with Kevin – if only she knew the right questions to ask.
Will she miss her chance and have blood on her hands? And will she ever be the
same when it’s over?
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In Deep Water by Tana Collins
The fifth Inspector Jim Carruthers thriller is released by
Bloodhound Books on 24th August - watch out for the
cover reveal soon.
Having had the pleasure of reading an ARC version of the
book, this is one I'm really excited about, and will post a
review nearer the time.
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Join in
Noir at the Bar, wherever you are

Join the criminal fun, live in the Zoom room - for more details and how to register for your link, see
the ElementaryVWatson blog at https://elementaryvwatson.wordpress.com/2020/03/29/virtualnoir-at-the-bar/
You love crime fiction, so don't miss it!

Rachel Ward's Cosy Crime Club
Sandstone Press author Rachel Ward runs a bi-weekly cosy crime club on
Twitter.
You can join in using the hashtag #CosyCrimeClub.
The next meet is on Tuesday the 11th of August from 11am, with special guest
Rowan Coleman, bestselling author of The Vanished Bride.
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Trailer for September...

136,000 people in the UK are in some form of slavery. This is big
business, generating more than £120 billion annually for criminal
organisations across the world.

Stolen Lives is a non traditional true crime book, examining trafficking and
slavery in Britain, hearing from those on the front line.
Powerful and moving testimony from survivors reveals the individual
stories behind the headlines and charts one young woman’s terrifying
and ultimately inspiring journey to freedom andindependence.
Finally, it shows us what we can do to make a difference.

£2 for every pre-order of Stolen Lives from the Sandstone Press
online shop will be going to an anti-trafficking charity.

Want your books, events, appearances or what-not in next month’s Crime
Report? Drop me a line on Twitter @JackieJamxx or on FaceBook at
www.facebook.com/WriterJackie

